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Laser Europe 2014 will be held in Amsterdam, 22nd – 24th May, 2014. This will be the fourth of the highly successful
series of Laser Europe conferences, convened by the European Laser Association in association with major European,
and national laser societies.
Laser Europe has established an impressive track record of high quality presentations and workshops, in addition to
a stimulating scientific programme.
This year there will be something for everyone. Pre-congress Masterclasses will be given by internationally-acclaimed
experts who will share their knowledge and experience on a wide range of topics, including skin resurfacing, rejuvenation, injectables, hair removal and vascular lesions. By enrolling on the courses, you will have a unique opportunity
to ask the questions that really matter to you!
The Scientific Program is diverse and filling up rapidly. You will learn the latest ground-breaking research that is
being conducted in all aspects of light and lasers used for diagnosis and treatment. There will be debates on ‘Fat
tissue concepts: many hate it, can we treat it?’, ‘Lifting, tightening or filling?’ with sessions on subjects such as
Photobiomodulation and PDT.
Networking opportunities are important on such occasions. Conference dinner will be at the Harbour Club, a wonderful water-front venue, just right for relaxing after a hard day at the conference.
We look forward to welcoming you to Laser Europe 2014.
Sincerely,
Claudia van der Lugt | President, Dutch Aesthetic Laser Association
Vakis Kontoes | President, European Society for Laser Aesthetic Surgery
Harry Moseley | President, British Medical Laser Association
Mario Trelles | President, European Laser Association

www.lasereurope2014.com

Early bird reduction!
Until February 15, you will receive a 20% reduction on the full conference fees.
Besides that, you will receive an extra reduction if you subscribe with colleagues working in the
same institute or clinic on the same day (15% if you subscribe with two persons, 25% if you
subscribe with three or more).
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